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that amongst the Austro-Asiatic peoples also, for express-
ing- 10 or 20, one has thought of "man" provided with
10 fingers if his hands only are considered and with 20
fingers if all the four members * of his body are counted.
Thus we ean explain the analogy between the root
kur, kor " man," the number 20 in Muurfa kurl, &urt,
Jcodi and the number 10 in the Austro-Asiatic family ko,
&e-&ur, shall, gal.
Similar facts can be observed in other parts of the
Austro-Asiatic world. In Annamite moi which signifies
" each, all,1' like Santali kofya, means also " the savage " ;
this word is hardly different from muoi which is the
number 10. In Khasi there is u Iriw "man" and ski
phew "ten/' The consonantal group br has" been here
contracted into ph as it generally happens in the
monosyllabic languages. It seems, therefore, that in
Annamite and in Khasi the word " manw and the
number " ten " are two forms of the same root.
The identity of the number 20 and the name of
man, can be also observed in Mandingue, one of
the most .important languages of Western Africa. " In
this language/ as Professor Delafosse writes to me,'the
number 20, when it is not multiplied, is called irniya
(moughari), a word which can be connected with moyo
or mopo (mbghb or mbrhb) signifying '* man " in the sense
of human being, without any consideration of sex. When
the number " twenty" is multiplied, muya is no longer
used but moyo or mope ; thus " sixty n is called moyo saba,
v  v	v   w	•*	v'w	'
Broke tells us how a Dayak of Borneo, before counting up to 45,
used the fingers of his hands, and then those of his feet, and when he
had exhausted the fingers of his i he came back to the fingers of
hands, (Ttn Ytan in Sarawak, I, pp. 139-40.)

